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COVER

A

nother edition of
Women’s Hub is
here and it promises to be a great
read.

Let me start by asking, have you registered for Inspiring Woman Series 11?
It is happening on the 7th of December and you don’t want to miss this.
The flier in this edition has all the details you need.
Gracing our cover this week is the
beautiful Noella Coursaris Musunka,
a Congolese/Cypriot philanthropist,
an international model, and Founder & CEO of Malaika. A unique and
fearless spokesperson and the face of
leading beauty and fashion campaigns
across the globe, Noella is a voice for
the power of girls’ education worldwide and she is doing an outstanding
work on that.
Are you feeling stuck with the fear
that you are missing out on something better? ‘How to bloom with
grace wherever you are planted’ has
the right words of encouragement for
you.
What plans do you have for your finances in 2023? We share with you ‘4
practical things to consider with your
finances ahead of 2023’
What exercise do you do to stay fit
and healthy? ‘Exercise and the role
it plays in promoting your personal
health’ is one that tells you the impor-

tance of exercise and why you must
make it a routine.
Are you interested in investing in real
estate? Well, it is a wise decision to
make as it will yield profits for you in
the long run. ‘Real estate investor tips
for beginners’ tells more.
Osarennoma Ogbeide is a young intelligent lady who has been a contributor for Women’s Hub through the
years but paused because combing
studies and writing for us was much.
She is done and she came out in flying
colours. ‘Bagging a first class honours,
2 best graduating student positions, it
can only be God!’ is her success story
and it inspires.

34

On relationships, we conclude our last
week’s story titled ‘6 important pillars
to make a marriage flourish’ (Part 2).
For our article on children this week,
we share on a the topic ‘Raising boys’.
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47

It is about exotic cars that screams
class on our luxury pages for this
week.
For meals, it is country-style ribs and
creamed corn.
On our fashion segment, we bring
you gorgeous corporate wears from
TVK designs, where they bask in the
joy of size and fit inclusive, no waste
fashion pieces that accentuates every
body type.

Designed by Ayeni Aderemi
aderemi.ayeni@businessday.
ng
0703 435 2828

Enjoy!
Associate Editor, BusinessDay
kemi@businessdayonline.com
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BY KEMI AJUMOBI

MALAIKA IS A
SUSTAINABLE
ECOSYSTEM
THAT CAN BE
DUPLICATED IN
ANY CONTEXT
GLOBALLY

Photo credit: The Outnet/ Roksanda
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Noella Coursaris Musunka is a Congolese/Cypri-

ot philanthropist, an international model, and
Founder & CEO of Malaika. A unique and fearless spokesperson and the face of leading beauty
and fashion campaigns across the globe, Noella
is a voice for the power of girls’ education worldwide.
Founded in 2007, Malaika is a grassroots
non-profit that educates and empowers girls and
their communities in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo. Today, Malaika’s education and
health programs are impacting thousands of
people’s lives and are all offered free of charge.
Noella has shared her insight at a number of
world-class forums spanning the World Economic Forum in Davos to the university halls of
Cambridge, Oxford, Harvard, and MIT. In 2017,
Noella was named one of the BBC’s 100 Most
Influential & Inspirational Women of the Year,
and in 2018, she received an award at the 100
Years of Mandela celebration.

MY EXPERIENCE
MADE ME A STRONG
PERSON AND HELPED
ME TO HAVE THAT
INNER DRIVE TO
SUCCEED

She is an ambassador for The Global Fund to
Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, an advisor at Concordia, and a member of the advisory
Boards of the Segal Family Foundation and the
World Football Summit.
Born in Lubumbashi in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, she told Financial Times that
when she was five, her father passed away and
her mother didn’t have the means to take care
of her, so she was sent to live with relatives in
Europe. During the 13 years she was away, she
had very little contact with her mother – just a
few letters – but she did have the opportunity to
get an education.

Photo credit: The Outnet/ Roksanda
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OUR AGRICULTURAL
PROGRAM PROVIDES
AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR OUR STUDENTS
TO PLANT TREES
AND LEARN HOW
TO CARE FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

Photo credit: Greg Adamski
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Take us through your formative years and
influences

ing with brands that value sustainability and fair treatment
of workers in their supply chains.

y childhood was difficult. I was born
in the Democratic Republic of Congo and when I was just five years old,
my father passed away suddenly. My
mother couldn’t afford to keep me and
sent me to live with relatives in Europe. It was not a loving
environment to be raised in, and I only spoke to my mother
a handful of times on the phone and we exchanged a few
letters. Despite the difficulties, I was given the opportunity
to get an education and I threw myself into it and tried to do
the best I could. It made me a strong person and helped me
to have that inner drive to succeed.

What advice do you have for anyone who
desires to be a model?

M

It’s a very competitive industry but if you want it, keep believing in yourself. If there is anything that’s different about
you or makes you stand out, don’t try to change it but lean
into it.
As the face of leading beauty and fashion
campaigns across the globe, what would you
say is your distinguishing factor?

What inspired your passion for
philanthropy?
I went back to the DRC for the first time
when I was 18. I was reunited with my
mother and when I saw her living condition, I was shocked. There was hardly any
infrastructure, no electricity, no running
water. There were many children out of
school, and the majority of them were
girls. It struck me then how privileged
I had been to gain an education. In the
DRC, families have to pay to send their
children to school and so boys’ education
is prioritised. I knew I needed to give
back to my home country out of what I
had been able to achieve because of my
own education. During that visit when I
was 18, the dream for Malaika was planted in my heart and my passion to bring
education to girls was ignited. Presently, there are over 50 million children out
of school in sub-Saharan Africa and so I
continue to advocate for this course.

OVER MY CAREER
JOURNEY, I HAVE
ADOPTED THE PHRASE
‘MODELLING WITH
MEANING’ AND THAT
REPRESENTS THE
WAY I WILL BRING IN
SOME ELEMENT OF
GIVING BACK INTO
THE CAMPAIGNS I’M
WORKING ON

Share with us about your
modelling career
After I finished my degree back in Europe,
some friends entered me into a competition to be the model in a campaign for Agent Provocateur.
I won and then landed other modelling work, soon travelling to cities like London and New York to model in various
campaigns. I was a tomboy growing up and never thought
I’d work in the fashion industry, but my career grew from
there, and I have been lucky to work with some incredible
brands such as, Roksanda, Versace, and many others. Over
my career journey, I have adopted the phrase ‘modelling
with meaning’ and that represents the way I will bring in
some element of giving back into the campaigns I’m working on. Malaika has had several partnerships with brands
that have helped fund our work. I also now prioritise work-

It is my values and priorities in terms of
philanthropy. Modelling isn’t just about
your physical appearance but who you are
as a person comes through. I am grateful
that modelling and the other work that I
do sitting on various boards has provided me with a platform to start Malaika
and the ability to continue to generate
the funds we need to run the programs.
I work entirely voluntarily for Malaika
and my other work enables me to do that.
I work very hard in everything I do and
have an amazing team around me.
What is Malaika about?

Malaika was founded in 2007 in order to
provide girls with education. Over the
past 15 years, our mission has grown to
be: empowering girls and their communities through education and health programs. We have a primary and secondary
school that provides education to 430
girls, including STEM, English, music,
theatre, art and sport. In partnership with
FIFA, we built a community centre that
provides technical classes in mechanics
and electricity, which we launched this
year in partnership with the Caterpillar
Foundation, and sport for development
to 5000 youth and adults each year. We
have built and refurbished 28 wells to provide 32,000 people with clean, potable water, protecting them from water
borne diseases. We are also involved in agriculture.

Your programmes for the girls are all free of
charge, how have you sustained it?
We have worked hard over the years to build a facility that
is sustainable. Over 80% of the funds raised go directly to
funding the programs, there are few overheads and we have
a large cohort of volunteers around the world. We ask donors to commit to sponsoring a girl’s education, or a STEM
program, or some school supplies. Fashion brands have
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WHEN I WAS 18, THE
DREAM FOR MALAIKA
WAS PLANTED IN
MY HEART AND MY
PASSION TO BRING
EDUCATION TO GIRLS
WAS IGNITED
Photo credit: Greg Adamski
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been great donors too and every year I donate my
birthday.

Fill us in on the agricultural aspect of
your involvement with the girls and
women

IT’S NEVER
EASY, BUT I
TRY TO SPEND
QUALITY TIME
WITH MY KIDS
WHEN I’M HOME
AND TAKE TIME
FOR MYSELF
TOO

We have farming at our community centre, which
we opened in 2017 as part of the Sustainable Pathways project. It forms part of the programme to
teach out-of-work youths about conservation
farming, entrepreneurship and enterprise development. It also serves as a teaching platform to the
community at large about sustainable agriculture
methods. The farm helps provide two nutritious
meals each day to students and staff. It also provides an opportunity for our students to plant trees
and learn how to care for the environment.
Give us insight into your partnership
with FIFA in details from when it
commenced till date
Our partnership with FIFA started in 2013 when
they part-funded our community centre. We were
one of 20 community centres that were funded
following the 2010 World Cup. This enabled us to
launch our sport for development program and involve the community in playing football. We would
then take time during football games to teach people about social cohesion, equality, health and conflict prevention and resolution.

PRESENTLY, THERE
ARE OVER 50
MILLION CHILDREN
OUT OF SCHOOL
IN SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA AND SO
I CONTINUE TO
ADVOCATE FOR THIS
COURSE

Photo credit: Alex Lubomirski
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I PRIORITISE
WORKING
WITH BRANDS
THAT VALUE
SUSTAINABILITY
AND FAIR
TREATMENT OF
WORKERS IN THEIR
SUPPLY CHAINS

Photo credit: The Outnet/ Roksanda
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MALAIKA HAS
HAD SEVERAL
PARTNERSHIPS
WITH BRANDS
THAT HAVE
HELPED FUND
OUR WORK

Aside FIFA, are there other
organisations you work
with?

OVER MY CAREER
JOURNEY, I HAVE
ADOPTED THE PHRASE
‘MODELLING WITH
MEANING’ AND THAT
REPRESENTS THE
WAY I WILL BRING IN
SOME ELEMENT OF
GIVING BACK INTO
THE CAMPAIGNS I’M
WORKING ON

We work with FIFA and other sport
organisations such as UEFA Foundation and Common Goal, who are
all supporting the programs in our
community centre, which includes:
education for adults and out of
school youths, vocational education, sports for social development,
and health education and outreach.
Through our community centre, Malaika offers free access to a
broad range of programs including
literacy, vocational training, IT courses, English, numeracy,
civics, and sports. We reach thousands of individuals per
year through the centre, and work to ensure that anyone
who wants to learn, can learn. Malaika takes an inclusive
approach to education, welcoming and supporting students

Photo credit: Greg Adamski

of all backgrounds and abilities.
We also ensure the information
and skills we provide are relevant
to our participants' lives.
Being an ambassador for
The Global Fund to Fight
AIDS, Tuberculosis, and
Malaria, an advisor at
Concordia, and a member
of the advisory Boards
of the Segal Family
Foundation and the World
Football Summit, how has
it been?

It is a great privilege to serve in this role. It’s deeply personal
for me and I took on the role in memory of six-year-old
Miriam, a Grade 1 student who passed away in December
2015, due to complications from malaria, when the school
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I DESIRE THAT
EVERYONE WOULD
HAVE ACCESS TO
EDUCATION AND
THEREFORE WOULD
BE EMPOWERED
AND EQUIPPED TO
DESIGN THEIR OWN
FUTURES

NIGERIA IS A
MAGICAL COUNTRY
AND I LOVE
NIGERIAN MUSIC
ARTISTS, THEY
HAVE AWESOME
RHYTHM AND
DANCING

BUSINESS DAY
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ple of modelling campaigns with me in recent years. They
also travel to Congo with me every summer and join in with
what is going on at Malaika. Malaika is important to them
too and they love to help with fundraising and the events
we run.

MODELLING IS A VERY COMPETITIVE
INDUSTRY BUT IF YOU WANT IT,
KEEP BELIEVING IN YOURSELF
was closed during the Christmas vacation. We sadly lost
three students, Leya, Esther Annie, and Noella in the time
the school was closed during the COVID-19 pandemic.
They all passed away as a result of contracting malaria. I am
also proud to sit on the board of the Segal Family Foundation who support organisations doing great work across
sub-Saharan Africa, and I am part of the advisory boards
for the L’Oreal Fund and the World Football Summit.
What is your greatest desire for humanity?
Equality of opportunity. That everyone
would have access to education and therefore would be empowered and equipped
to design their own futures. We would all
benefit if this was the reality as we would
have a greater wealth of knowledge, creativity and solutions to the huge problems
we are facing as a global community.
What impact did Forbes8 series,
‘Creating Opportunities’ have on
you and in your work?
It was a great interview and such a prestigious series. It enabled me to showcase
our work and my passion for seeing girls’
education and their communities empowered.
How are you juggling motherhood
and work?
It’s never easy, but I try to spend quality
time with my kids when I’m home and
take time for myself too. I will disconnect
from my phone and computer and walk
our dog and use the gym. I also involve
them in my work. They have done a cou-

What future do you see for Malaika?
Malaika is a sustainable ecosystem that can be duplicated in
any context globally. We have made a Malaika Model toolkit
so that others can create a similar provision and I hope to
see many more Malaika’s spring up around the world to provide education and health programs to more people. Next
year, we will see our first cohort of students graduate and
we will be supporting them into their next steps towards
their future goals.
What is happening in december and how can
people be part of it?
In December, we are doing a special fundraiser, celebrating 15 years of Malaika as well as my birthday–which is on
Christmas Day! It is a virtual party and one of our fundraising campaigns during the year. This
year’s donations will go to supporting
our first ever class of girls who graduate next summer. Eve (award-winning
singer and songwriter) will host, and
we’ll have a special performance from
Youssoupha (an incredible French/
Congolese musician). Also, there will
be words from our students, staff and
other special guests.

IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH FIFA, WE BUILT A
COMMUNITY CENTRE
THAT PROVIDES
TECHNICAL CLASSES
IN MECHANICS AND
ELECTRICITY, WHICH
WE LAUNCHED THIS
YEAR IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH THE CATERPILLAR
FOUNDATION,
AND SPORT FOR
DEVELOPMENT TO 5000
YOUTH AND ADULTS
EACH YEAR

Concluding words
Thank you for having me on the cover
of your magazine. I have been to Lagos for the fashion show and to speak
at an event. It is a magical country
and I love Nigerian music artists, they
have awesome rhythm and dancing.
I’m so proud of what we have achieved
at Malaika. It’s not just down to me, it
has been a team effort and our staff,
volunteers, and supporters are amazing. I’m looking forward to celebrating
15 years of impact at our fundraiser on
the 4th of December and if anyone
reading this would like to join us, you
can find out more and register to attend on our website www.malaika.org
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WE WERE ONE OF 20
COMMUNITY CENTRES
THAT WERE FUNDED
FOLLOWING THE 2010
WORLD CUP

Photo credit: Greg Adamski
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MODELLING
ISN’T JUST ABOUT
YOUR PHYSICAL
APPEARANCE BUT
WHO YOU ARE AS
A PERSON COMES
THROUGH

Photo credit: Greg Adamski
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How to Bloom
with Grace
Wherever You
Are Planted!
B Y G L A D Y S A G WA I

L

“Sometimes when you are in a dark place,
you think you have been buried when
actually you have been planted.”

ife has many seasons. Unlike the four
seasons of the year, life’s seasons come
and go quickly, without warning, and
leaving you wondering why. Why
now? Why me? Do you wish your life
was different, for example, a different place, job, partner, client, boss, or company? You often think that you
would be better off with anything or anyone else other
than what you have right now. You feel stuck with the
fear that you are missing out on something better. Your
belief is unless you get unstuck out of or away from “it”,
your life will be over or will suffer. It is like you
find yourself suddenly in the dark, not able to
see where you are going, and breaking everything that you touch as you stumble along.
You become frustrated and exhausted

because of your continued focus on the darkness and
your inability to see that comes with negative behaviors, and actions. As a result, you miss the opportunity
that surrounds you right where you are because you do
not sit and adjust to the dark. When you sit to adjust,
you can then begin to see enough in the dark to stumble less to see better the opportunity and move towards
it. What dark place are you stumbling in right now?
How are you comparing yourself to others?
I am asking you to think differently to see and seize
upon the opportunity in your current circumstances
and bloom where you are planted. To bloom is to grow,
flourish, and mature from wherever you are planted. Blooming is more than riches and success from
a material perspective. Blooming is about your heart
and relationship reconciliation between you and your
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higher power which leads to better overall relationships and
love of self and others. Sometimes you choose where you
are planted (new relationship, new job) and other times it
is chosen for you (fired, divorced, inflation). Your blooming
can happen at any time within peace and chaos.
As with plants and flowers, blooming does not happen overnight. It is a process but one you will get through if you
bloom with grace by being gracious, patient, and kind to
others. Never harbor bitterness of any kind. Know that you
are planted where you are for a reason (growth) and there
is no reason to hide. To bloom where you are planted, you
must:
• Accept where you have been planted physically, spiritually, and relationally.
•
Not allow difficult circumstances to dictate your faithfulness, work ethic, and growth.
•

Stop complaining.

• Understand that every step in your life prepares you
for the next one.
•
Change your attitude if you cannot change the situation.
•
Be a blessing to others from your struggles attracting to
you those who need what you have.
•
Bloom through concrete – Look for the crack/opportunity for growth.
•

Notice, feel, and act upon your growth.

•
Shine your light bright to drown out the darkness to
see the path.

•
Surround yourself with authentic, kind, supportive,
and loving people who have vision and direction.
Ask yourself:
•

What is this experience teaching me?

•

How can I use this experience to propel me to my goal?

•
How does my attitude and belief system need to shift
to better serve me?
•
How can I refocus my energy to gain better results
where I am?
Bloom where you are planted by making the most of your
moments throughout the day. You are only guaranteed moments. Do not waste them. Be grateful for the moments
given to you and your current experiences whatever they
may be. When you begin to feel lost, frustrated, or unhappy, remind yourself of the bigger picture, your larger goals,
and how your current experiences relate, and how you can
support others to support yourself. What must you adjust to
motivate yourself to get back on and stay on track to be at
peace and bloom where you are?
The right time will come for you to be replanted based on
your choices, lessons learned, and growth. When replanted,
ensure you bloom within your new circumstances whether
you chose them, or they were chosen for you. Once you get
clear with direction and act to bloom where you are planted, you will attract and notice the right resources aligning
for your current disposal to help you see and get to your
destination.

“Wherever you are, and whatever you do, be in love.” RUMI

Gladys Agwai is the Founder of Ignite Within and
an International Author, Speaker, Life Coach, and
Trainer. She transitioned as a business owner in
2014 after spending 30 years as a global corporate
executive within IBM in the US, Nigeria, Ghana,
and Kenya. She is the author of Dumped! NOT
Dumped
On! How to stop reliving the negative impact of re-

jection in your life, business, and career! and
IMPOSTER: Five Strategies to Your Authentic Self.
Gladys helps professionals and leaders who want to
make organizational, career, and life transitions
gain the clarity and right mindset required to take
uncomfortable actions to achieve sustainable success. She can be reached at ignitewithin.org
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what other people want for us.
t's about 40 days until the end
of 2022.

This year initially started as a
slow and steady ride and then
became a fast and furious show.
This is that time of year when a lot of people try to rush things, get exasperated in
the process, and lose their zeal.
The end of the year is not the end of hope,
nor should it be the end of aspiring for
bigger things.
If you have not yet accomplished your
2022 financial goals, congratulations.
It means you have more time to do things
better and bigger.
It means you have an internal system of
holding yourself accountable.
Beyond achieving your goals for 2022, it
is critical that you safeguard the resources that you currently have—your income,
your mental health, and your ability to
earn more money and upskill.
Some Bloomberg economists have issued
a warning about the US economy, predicting that the US will likely experience
a recession next year.
What affects the US will likely affect the
entire world.

4 PRACTICAL THINGS
TO CONSIDER WITH
YOUR FINANCES
AHEAD OF 2023
SOLA ADESAKIN
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What this means is that it's probably time
to take action to protect your finances
ahead of the new year.
1. ASSESS YOUR CURRENT
FINANCIAL SITUATION
CAREFULLY
Without mincing words, you have to be
brutally honest with your financial decisions.
Your expenses will likely fall into the
"need-to-have" or "nice-to-have" category.
There is no sitting on the fence.
There is no room for sentimental money
decisions.
Over the course of a lifetime, a lot of
people live to meet the needs or dreams
of others. Our career, business, marital,
and financial decisions are often based on

The way to overcome this ownership bind
is to always be explicit with yourself about
the person (you) or people for whom you
are making a decision.
This applies to your financial decisions as
well.
2. SET SUCCINCT FINANCIAL
GOALS FOR 2023

22

some because of the state of the global
economy, and some as a result of mismanagement on the part of the promoters of
such investments.
Before you invest going forward, and especially in 2023, get to understand your
risk appetite and the risks associated with
that particular investment.

I would like to build a house or a second
house.

Be sure the investment you are considering is age-appropriate for you and be sure
the investments align with your goals. An
example of misalignment is when you
invest your rent in the stock market. You
do not have control over what the stock
market's performance will be when you
are ready to pay your rent.

I would like to start a business.

4.

I would like to buy a car.
I would like to relocate.
I would like to do an MBA.

I would like to build an emergency fund
of $X.
Write your goals out on paper and start
working out actionable steps towards
achieving them.
3. TAKE A DEFENSIVE STANCE
WITH YOUR CASH FLOW
Hold on to your cash more tightly than
ever.

MAXIMISE YOUR SAVINGS

Set up savings accounts that are hard to
reach. Deactivate Internet banking on
that savings account and refuse to get a
debit card on it. You need to be focused
on your savings goals as well as keep your
money safe for rainy days.
Above all, don't panic; live in gratitude;
and strive to become more knowledgeable about money management.

This point is similar to the first point, but
this goes beyond being careful with your
expenses.
You are not likely to err on the side of frugality.
Be very careful of the investment decisions you make. Quite a number of asset
classes have performed badly in 2022.

.

Sola Adesakin (FCA, FCCA CPA MBA) is a Personal/ Business Finance
Coach and Chartered Accountant with over 20 years of hands-on experience. She is passionate about helping people understand the "make-manage-multiply money" message, maximize their resources, achieve their
crucial financial milestones and build true wealth through the concept of
financial planning.
As a financial enthusiast, Sola is an advocate for SDG5 and SDG10, with a
firm belief in achieving gender equality and reducing inequality via financial literacy and access to funding. Sola is the author of currently eight (8)
published books and several unpublished articles in the public domain. She
has recently been admitted into the Forbes Coaching Council, as she continues to leverage global alliances and partnerships to amplify the money
message around the world.
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HOUSING
give flexible payment options and if you are
getting a mortgage be sure to discuss and understand all the terms and charges.
Invest With Tomorrow in Mind
When it comes to investing in Nigerian real
estate, the greatest selections are those that
benefit you, the investor. Whether you intend
to flip or hold and rent the goal is to profit
more than you invested. You can also build the
value of your property by making simple upgrades and command higher returns.

REAL ESTATE
INVESTOR TIPS
FOR BEGINNERS

Real Estate investments when done right with
the right due diligence has the capacity to
build generational wealth with very minimal
physical efforts.

ICHECHI OKONKWO

A

real estate investment is a
financial planning strategy
that involves the purchase,
management, sale or rental
of property for the sole purpose of making profit, and so anyone who actively or passively engages in this buying and
selling of real estate is referred to as an investor
or real estate entrepreneur. Investing in real estate in Nigeria provides numerous options to
create financial security, growth and wealth.
It is one of the safe and secure ways to build
and get in consistent revenue. Regardless of
the economic slump, the real estate business in
Nigeria is growing and people are taking available opportunities and making money.
Statistics show that only 37% of Nigerians were
home owners in 2011. For potential investors
and the general public, information is the key
to filling this gap. Many people are hesitant or
have not considered investing in real estate because they think it requires a lot of money, are
not properly informed and generally are afraid
of losing money to the wrong investment or
people.
Although not for everyone, Real Estate invest-

.
ments takes dedication, research and planning. Are you considering investing in real
estate and it’s your first time, here are a few
things to consider:
Understand The Market
Learning about the market is one of the best
methods to steer clear of issues when investing in real estate. You can assess the cost of
an investment property by having a thorough
understanding of your local real estate market.
Know the average house or land value in the
neighbourhoods you are considering and the
potential rental or lease income for the property. Ask every question there is to clear your
doubts about any and everything. Your chances of succeeding in real estate investment can
be greatly increased if you devote the time and
effort into thoroughly researching your local
real estate market.
Start Small
Identify the property you are willing to invest
in, if you have enough to start by yourself this
is great, if not you can collaborate and share
both risk and return after all its your first time.

For Higher return on investment, you have to
speculate and buy at the lowest possible price
before the area or property goes up in value.
However, for not very developed locations you
have to be willing to wait for development, development drives up property value over time.

•

Places of worship

Developer

•

Good walkability

•

Good Infrastructure

You might be shocked at how many real estate
agents and developers exist, particularly in
Lagos. Begin by asking friends and family for
referrals and questions about their experience
and customer service to ensure you choose the
right one. Conduct some research: visit their
websites and read online reviews about their
track record. Beyond researching the company, research the people behind the company,
their track record integrity, ethics, and delivery, this will help you decide the best partner(s) to work with.

All of these translate into high demand for
housing when you want to eventually resell or
rent.

Check for Factors That Impact Value
Location is key. A property is worth what the
level infrastructure in the neighbourhood is,
the quality of the property and what renters
or buyers in the market are willing to pay that
area. Carry out due diligence check on the
neighbourhood, market value etc. You should
invest in areas with a good infrastructure and
a growing population.
All great neighbourhoods have this in common:
•

Low crime rate

•

Great schools

•

Access to parks and local amenities

•

Access to medical care

•

Family-friendly community

•

Access to shopping malls and restaurants

Protect Yourself
The real estate market has great potential for
investment, but like with any investment, you
should exercise caution, do your due diligence.
Before you start, educate yourself, find and
surround yourself with professionals to educate and guide you on the legal components
and documentations for real estate and the
state in question and what to look for when
you are buying including C of O, survey document, deed of assignment, a valid offer. The
documents to also get when the sale is eventually closed. It is very important to work with
professionals especially in the area because
they better understand the laws and titles
there.
Find the Right Partners-Agent/

Decide Terms
Although, it takes time to find and analyse all
the options and decide whether they conform
to your requirement and budget. You want to
be sure to select the right property type, ensure that it is located in the right area, and
have the right infrastructure. Here you have to
discuss payment terms, timelines and handover expectations. Be sure you are negotiating
the right price, with the help of a professional is necessary, payment structures and plans
where available as so many developers now

Ichechi Chinarhu Okonkwo ‘CEO
of Lagos’ is the CEO of Victoria
Crest Homes, Deputy Managing Director Nedcomoaks Ltd, a leading
player in the real estate industry in
Nigeria providing affordable luxury
home developments for over a decade.
Victoria Crest Homes (VCH) is
a real estate company passionate
about delivering excellence and providing affordable housing solutions
that exceeds their client’s expectation.
Okonkwo is an accomplished business woman who has attended diverse management courses within
and outside the country in entrepreneurship, sustainability, and
business strategy including Metropolitan School of Business and
Management UK, Special Executive Master’s Programme in Global
Business Strategy and Women on
Boards IE Business School, Madrid
Spain.
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Exercise and the
role it plays in
promoting your
personal health
D R . M AY M U NA H Y U S U F K A D I R I

Women’s Hub

M

s. Adama, a 32-year-old
entrepreneur visited her
HMO for headache which
she has been having for
3days. During her session
it was discovered that she was dealing with high
blood pressure and it was affecting her productivity and ability to function well. Aside from the
medication given to her, it was recommended
that she takes up the practice of exercising frequently. Ms. Adama then began to do as directed and observed an improvement in her overall
health, productivity and ability to function.
Regular exercise may help ease hypertension and
many other medical conditions by releasing feelgood hormones called endorphins. These endorphins interact with the receptors in your brain
that reduce your perception of pain.
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Endorphins also trigger a positive feeling in the
body, similar to that of morphine. For example,
the feeling that follows a run or workout is often
described as "euphoric." That feeling, known as a
"runner's high," can be accompanied by a positive and energizing outlook on life.

happier, more relaxed and less anxious.

Some moderate exercises that a person who does
not want to do high impact exercises can do include

4.

•

Biking

•

Dancing

•

Gardening

•

Golf (walking instead of using the cart)

•

Housework, especially sweeping, mopping,
or vacuuming

•

Jogging at a moderate pace

•

Low-impact aerobics

•

Playing tennis

•

Swimming

•

Walking

•

Yard work, especially mowing or raking

•

Yoga

1.

Exercise controls weight

Exercise can help prevent excess weight gain or
help maintain weight loss. When you engage in
physical activity, you burn calories. The more
intense the activity, the more calories you burn.

You may also feel better about your appearance
and yourself when you exercise regularly, which
can boost your confidence and improve your
self-esteem.
Exercise boosts energy

Winded by grocery shopping or household
chores? Regular physical activity can improve
your muscle strength and boost your endurance.
Exercise delivers oxygen and nutrients to your
tissues and helps your cardiovascular system
work more efficiently. And when your heart and
lung health improve, you have more energy to
tackle daily chores.
5.

Do you feel too tired or too out of shape to enjoy
physical intimacy? Regular physical activity can
improve energy levels and increase your confidence about your physical appearance, which
may boost your sex life.

Exercise and physical activity can be enjoyable. They give you a chance to unwind, enjoy
the outdoors or simply engage in activities that
make you happy. Physical activity can also help
you connect with family or friends in a fun social
setting.

Need an emotional lift? Or need to distress after
a stressful day? Physical activity stimulates various brain chemicals that may leave you feeling

It strengthens and builds bones.

•

It helps reduce body fat.

•

It makes you look fit and healthy.

Because strong social support is important for
those with hypertension, joining a group exercise class may be beneficial. Or you can exercise
with a close friend or your partner. In doing so,
you will benefit from the physical activity and
emotional comfort, knowing that others are supportive

6. Exercise puts the spark back into your
sex life

2. Exercise combats health conditions and
diseases

Exercise improves mood

•

Struggling to snooze? Regular physical activity
can help you fall asleep faster, get better sleep
and deepen your sleep. Just don't exercise too
close to bedtime, or you may be too energized
to go to sleep.

But there's even more to it than that. Regular
physical activity may enhance arousal for women. And men who exercise regularly are less
likely to have problems with erectile dysfunction
than are men who don't exercise.

3.

It improves muscle tone and strength.

Exercise promotes better sleep

Regular trips to the gym are great, but don't worry if you can't find a large chunk of time to exercise every day. Any amount of activity is better
than none at all. To reap the benefits of exercise,
just get more active throughout your day. Take
the stairs instead of the elevator or rev up your
household chores. Consistency is key.

Worried about heart disease? Hoping to prevent
high blood pressure? No matter what your current weight is, being active boosts high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, the "good" cholesterol, and it decreases unhealthy triglycerides.
This one-two punch keeps your blood flowing
smoothly, which decreases your risk of cardiovascular diseases.

•

7.

Exercise can be fun … and social!

So, take a dance class, hit the hiking trails or join
a soccer team. Find a physical activity you enjoy,
and just do it. Bored? Try something new or do
something with friends or family.
Exercise also has these added health benefits:
•

It strengthens your heart:

•

It increases energy levels.

•

It lowers blood pressure.
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.
Dr. MAYMUNAH YUSUF
KADIRI (aka DR. MAY) is
popularly referred to as “The
Celebrity Shrink,” She is a multiple award winning mental
health Physician, advocate and
coach. She is the Medical Director and Psychiatrist-In-Chief at
Pinnacle Medical Services, Nigeria, prominent in the application of innovative clinical approaches in the management/
treatment of a wide range of
psychological, emotional, and
behavioral related disorders.
Dr. Kadiri is a Consultant Neuro- Psychiatrist with almost 20
years’ experience as a practicing Physician. She is a trained
and certified Rational Emotive
and Cognitive Behavioural
Therapist from Albert Ellis Institute, New York, USA. She is
also a certified Trauma Counsellor and Neurofeedback Practitioner.
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Bagging a first class
honours, 2 best graduating
student positions, it can
only be God!
OSARENNOMA OGBEIDE

I

never saw it coming, not with how hectic my final year
was, graduating with a first class as best graduating student in my department and it wasn’t until a couple of days,
after seeing a post, that I also realized that I was best graduating student in the faculty as well (seeing that Dept. of
Economics broke out to be a faculty of its own) I definitely didn’t see
all these coming.
I walked into University of Ibadan with a bland mindset seeing that
my “Canada way” dream didn’t follow through. I remember my sister telling me in my first year that she sees me leading my class.
When I saw my first set of results, she was the same person that
pointed out that I had the highest GPA in my class. What a wawu!
Right then, I proposed in my heart to show God’s excellence in my
academics and He established my steps every year, keeping me at
the top of my class. The icing on the cake was bagging 2 Best Graduating Student positions. It can only be God!
Multitasking with media, fellowship, work and extracurriculars, it
seemed impossible to function optimally in all, but when God holds
your hand, impossible becomes possible, trust me.
In my final year, my typical week involved me attending classes and
turning in all deliverables because I believe in hard-work, staying
up late to work on my project and data analysis, having fellowship
meetings 2-3 times weekly, full time content creation for my social
media and YouTube, coordinating my team for live radio shows every saturday, working remotely for a media production company in
Lagos, all whilst trying to maintain my sanity.
“How do you do it? How do you do all that you do?”,
Whenever people asked me this, I’d probably want to say “I don’t
know oh, na God”, because that is truly how I’m able to sum it all. I
know that I have the spirit of God in me and I am graced, so I activated and developed some things to help me excel.
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Time management: Time is very
precious, the moment you realize this, you’d need to consciously note that there’s no time to
waste time. Do the right things
at the right time, be disciplined
and stick to what works for you.
Plan ahead: I love to take notes
and journal a lot, so I always
have reminders and to do lists
set on my phone. I strategically
plan my day and week, outlining
all that needs to be done. Ticking things off my to-do list is
always rewarding
Take care of yourself: mentally, physically and spiritually.
Whenever I felt overwhelmed
or stressed, I’d take a break watch a movie, explore a new
place, relax, journal, whatever
works to put me in the right
mental space. I also tried eating and sleeping well, if I’m
utilising so much energy and
mental strength, then I definitely need to refill yeah? I fed my
spirit with the right things too,
fruitful conversations, soulful
music and the scriptures, you’d
be amazed at how God gives you
just the word you need per time.
Have a support system: I’ve been
told that I have an amazing support system and it’s not a lie, my
family is always there for me and
my squad- they’re friends that
became family. Have friendships
that are symbiotic and not parasitic.
Above all, realize that your
strength comes from God, without Him you’d just be a labourer
but with Him, you’d be a hard
worker with fruitful results.
Go for the seemingly impossible. If I did it, then you can too.
OSARENNOMA OGBEIDE,
B.Sc. PSYCHOLOGY
University of Ibadan (FIRST
CLASS HONOURS)
BEST GRADUATING
STUDENT, FACULTY OF THE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
BEST GRADUATING
STUDENT, DEPARTMENT OF
PSYCHOLOGY
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RELATIONSHIPS

IMPORTANT PILLARS
TO MAKE A MARRIAGE
FLOURISH PART 2
NIKE FOLAGBADE

S

till on how to make your
marriage flourish, let’s look
at 3 more things you should
pay attention to.

I shared on purpose and
vision, connection and friendship, and
communication in the previous article.
Growth and learning
A couple that grows and learns together
will stay together. Just as a pond becomes
stagnant if freshwater is not added, your
marriage will grow stale and frail, if it is
not infused in a lifetime of learning and
growing. If couples will succeed in marriage, then, they must cultivate a growth
orientation. Where only one party in a
marriage makes the conscious effort to
be in tune with relevant knowledge and
information which produces personal
development/ marital growth, while the
other party never has time for such, rather focuses on money, work, and what not,
there is bound to be a gap, resulting to
lack of connection in that marriage.
The crucial factor here is for the two of
you to continue to grow and learn together by reading books together, attending
seminars, training, and courses, even paid
coaching sessions together. These would
equip couples with the same kind of
knowledge and information, so that they
can, as much as possible, be at the same
pace.
Healthy spirituality
It is a popular slogan among Christians
that a “marriage is incomplete outside a
relationship with God”. In view of this,
couples who share the same faith and
practice it together are likely to succeed
more than those who don’t. When couples
engage in spiritual or faith exercises, such
as, praying together, walking in different
dimensions with God etc., they have a
tendency to see their relationships beyond the superficial way people see marriages. Does is it mean that couples who
share a strong faith never experience any
problems? Of course not! By maintaining
a healthy spirituality, couples can in unity,
align with what the God is saying to them
per time, and they are able to listen to
corrections, instructions, wisdom which
God may be communicating to them in-

dependently or jointly.
God wants couples to rely on His help
concerning every marriage issue. He
wants you to pray together about them, so
that the He can give both of you clarity,
devoid of any trace of confusion.
However, if your marriage isn’t on this
level yet, start with yourself by developing
a personal time with God. Patiently do
this to a point where your spouse would
voluntarily agree and feel at ease to join
you. Some couples find it an uncomfortable and challenging practice, give it time
and don’t push it.

circumstances doesn’t mean your marriage will not experience rough patches.
The important thing is the unity couples
exhibit daily, in making concerted efforts
at strengthening the foundation of their
marriages, to weather the storm and keep
their marriages together at all times.
Now, what else can you do to make your
marriage flourish? Agree on this and get
accountable. Send an email if you need
help with resolving a major issue in your
marriage via hello@nikefolagbade.com

Commitment
Commitment is a mindset that produces healthy actions. People have different
kinds of mindset in marriages, namely:
resolute mindset, rational mindset, restless mindset, romantic mindset and reluctant mindset. For instance, someone who
has a romantic mindset expects passion
and intimacy to be constant and budding throughout the marriage, so, such
a person would panic when things don’t
go well. A resolute mindset believes that
regardless of the circumstances, he will
take the necessary steps needed to make
the marriage experience a turn around.
A restless mindset never confronts issues head on, never wants to make things
work, rather, it’s always afraid of what
could go wrong and how to escape, if
something goes wrong.
Having said all, commitment helps you
overcome all the challenges which may
come your way. Commitment keeps you
dedicated to your vision. It prods you to
persevere in building friendships, keep
respecting and communicating with each
other, stay committed to growing and
working together
In summary, when you match all the
points discussed together and practice
them in your respective homes, you will
discover a stronger intimacy in your marriage. Equally, you will be able to man the
gates of your marriage and be practical
about making your marriage work. The
fact that God revealed your supposed
spouse in a dream, vision or through
prophesy, doesn’t mean that your marriage will not undergo challenges. The
fact that you met each other in the best

.
Nike Folagbade is a family life
coach and counsellor. She is the
founder of Nike Folagbade International.
She's a Master Practitioner of
Neuro-Linguistic
Programming and Results Coach; an
Associate of Family Systems
Engineering and a certified
emotional intelligence and anger management coach. Equally, she's a SYMBIS facilitator,
who helps engaged and married
couples prepare for the 'before
and after' of their marriages.
Nike has written over seven
books including 'Get The Ring',
'Untold Secrets That Wreck
Marriages', to mention a few.
Her signature course, Warrior
Brides Network, has created a
movement of single and married women (in over 10 countries) please visit her website
www.nikefolagbade.com
She is also the founder of the
‘Love and Life Hub’ platform
that equips singles and married with the right knowledge
on love, dating, marriage and
purpose.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT CHILDREN

They nurse a fear of being seen or tagged
as weak, so they dare not express themselves, preferring to remain emotional paralyzed by whatever it is they are
dealing with. "Who wrote this crazy rule
book? Twisted and flawed at its very core.
We need to deconstruct and reconstruct
this manual.

"Don't cry! Boys don't cry!"
"Leave it for her! Give it to your sister!
Don't you know you are a boy?!"
These are just a few of the statements we
make to our boys, as they interact socially with other boys and girls (sisters or
otherwise). We have inadvertently and
subconsciously created a cultural pressure on boys, from a tender age, not to
express their emotions. I find this strange,
and quite frankly, a bit bizarre, since it is
one sure way to block his first pathways
to developing emotional literacy.
November 19th was “International men's
day” where men come together to speak
on issues affecting them as well as how
they can help the next generation. A lot
of men find it extremely difficult to express themselves, this was borne out
of their childhood upbringing and the
culture of shame. The baggage of childhood trauma for men leaves them heavily
damaged emotionally.
Emotional expression is a powerful tool,
to help boys when they become men, in
their family life, relationship and work.

QUEENETTE ITSEMHE ENILAMA

We are quick to tell them to "shut up" and
"be quiet". They are boys; the very essence
of their nature, goes against being quiet
and calm, imposing this constant reminder on them, alters their psychological blueprint, causing them to develop
into tight lipped individuals, secretive
and incapable of properly expressing
their feelings (Sound like some men you
know?).

Do you teach your sons about emotional hygiene? How to take their emotions,
scrub them out and hang them out to
dry? How to get clean in their minds? No,
you do not. It is the women who complain, nag and talk. Boys ought to suck it
up and push through the strain. Boys are
not permitted to show pain; like when
you put some iodine on that wound, or
administer injections at the clinic, that's
what you tell them. They need to look
strong on the outside; never mind how
broken and in pieces they are on the inside.
So, while the external and physical
wounds heal, the psychological wounds
fester. But a boy's broken leg, is just as
bad an injury, as a broken psyche; and
emotional injuries, when not properly
handled, take much longer to heal, and
you cannot say to him "just shake it off ",
for either of them.
Teach your sons empathy; allow them express their feelings, even when it means
CRYING. Teach them how that men are
allowed to cry.
Teach them it’s okay not to dominate!
Teach them it's okay to fail and to lose!
Teach them, it’s okay to have women as
just friends and respect them!
Teach them, to protect their women,
as also to protect themselves, for their
women!
Teach them, it’s okay for a woman to be
as successful, and more successful, than
a man!
Teach them, it’s okay to need help and to
ask for help, even from a woman!
Teach them, that the future is human; its
neither male nor female!

Teach them, that it's better to be a good
human, than a good man!
You will notice, I did not say, "Tell them",
I said "Teach them". Start scripting empathy into your sons by showing them, not
just telling them, and maybe you might
just break the prevalent cycle, and produce a better man, than you, your father
or any other man, before him.

.
Queenette Itsemhe Enilama is
an education consultant with
over 10 years of tutoring and
grooming students and teachers. She is an emotional intelligence and life coach from The
Pause Factory. She is a child
protection practitioner from
Taiwo Akinlami Academy.
A published author, who wears
many hats ,most importantly, a
woman of faith.
She is also the founder of Noboyleftbehind Academy, where
young boys and adults are
groomed and coached, she has
reached over 5000 boys.
Queenette hosts and anchors a
talk show discussing issues related to family living, parenting, childhood development
and many more.
In her spare time, she creates
advertorial contents for small
businesses, and is also a voice
over talent.
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LUXURY

Rolls Royce Ghost

Range Rover

and the standard-fit air suspension on the new
model, that lowers the car to aid access, is a
helpful touch considering it’s so tall. Although
there’s a twin-turbocharged V8 option, for
true serenity the plug-in hybrid variant can
run in silent electric-only mode for up to 70
miles.

Bentley Verdant Flying Spur

RollsRoye Ghost
When it comes to luxury and refinement, the

Porsche Panamera

ship Phantom and even the all-electric Spectre.

that the latest Panamera is a logical progression from its predecessor.

Although perhaps a little less conspicuous
than its Phantom sibling, the Ghost is still
five-metres long and 2.5-tonnes in weight,
so it could hardly be called understated. You
shouldn’t have to worry about merging from
slip roads, its 6.75-litre V12 petrol engine produces 563bhp, which allows a 0-62mph time
of 4.8s and a 155mph top speed.

It's just as driver-focused as before, so it's a
pleasure to drive quickly, and it has performance by the bucketload, but the air-suspension can be switched to comfort mode at the
press of a button to keep back-seat occupants
comfortable and unruffled.

Bentley Continental GT

Porsche Panamera
The Bentley Flying Spur
The Bentley Flying Spur is the brand's ‘small’
four-door limousine. It uses an extended
version of the Continental GT coupe’s platform, so it comes with four-wheel drive and
Bentley’s 6.0-litre W12 engine. Predictably
then, performance is stunning – this twotonne-plus saloon delivers a sub-four second
0-62mph time and a top speed of 207mph.

As with all Bentleys, the Flying Spur is beautifully finished inside with the finest wood and
leather trim, so occupants can be carried in
absolute comfort at high speeds.
Range Rover
The new fifth-generation Range Rover somehow manages to improve on the old model

by offering up a wider range of powertrains,
increased comfort and impressive on-board
technology. As ever, the Range Rover is just as
capable on a cross-continent motorway journey as it is ploughing through a muddy field
and while it’s bigger than ever, it's also surprisingly nimble.
With the extra height the Range Rover has
over its rivals, it feels truly massive in the back

new Rolls Royce Ghost delivers in spades.
There are only two parts carried over from the
previous model - the Spirit of Ecstasy that sits
atop the bonnet, and the umbrellas hidden
within the doors.

The current Panamera has been around since
2016, but a facelift in 2021 kept it feeling as
fresh as ever. With an estate “Sport Turismo”
version now available, your dog can savour the
luxury too.

The Ghost is based on Rolls-Royce’s latest aluminium chassis that it calls its ‘architecture
of luxury’. It’s new to the Ghost, but can also
be found beneath the Cullinan SUV, flag-

Like the Porsche 911, the Panamera is a masterclass in evolution ahead of revolution when
it comes to its development. While it hasn't
been around anywhere near as long, it's clear

The Bentley Continental GT
may be built on Porsche Panamera underpinnings but that is in no way a bad thing. The interior is a treat for anyone lucky enough to sit
inside, with inspiration taken from the wings
of the Bentley badge. The dashboard, for example, ‘wings’ majestically out from the central console, before continuing into the door
trims, circling the occupants with a ring of
wood and leather.
-Auto express
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At TVK, they bask in the joy of size
and fit inclusive, no waste fashion pieces that accentuates every body type. They
manufacture a wide range of contemporary clothing for clients that are primarily sourced and made in Nigeria.
The founder started TVK with the aim
of building back trust with locally made
products, paying 100% attention to details, functionality, fit and size variations.
TVK was born in 2020 and since inception
has recorded a client satisfaction of over 95%.
These are some of her stunning selections from her corporate collection.
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COUNTRYSTYLE RIBS

T

hese pork chops are
slow-cooked in the oven
till they literally fall off
the bone, oozing with
bold flavours and aromas, and you get a mouthwatering explosion of rich, tender, and oh-so-easy
deliciousness with just seven inexpensive
ingredients!

MEALS
TO ENJOY
By ImmaculateBites

INGREDIENTS
•

3 pounds (1.5k) country-style ribs
(bone-in)

•

Salt and pepper to taste

•

1 tablespoon (15g) Creole seasoning

•

1 large onion, sliced

•

2 teaspoons (8g) garlic, minced

•

1 tablespoon (15g) Dijon mustard

•

3 tablespoons or more (8g) thyme,
minced (divided)

•

2 tablespoons or more (6g) rosemary,
minced (divided)

INSTRUCTIONS
•

Preheat your oven to 350℉/177℃.

•
Salt and pepper pork on both sides,
then season with Creole seasoning, garlic, Dijon mustard, and the other half of
thyme and rosemary.

48

hour, uncover and continue cooking for
about 30 minutes. That lets the liquid reduce and the pork brown nicely.
•
Serve your country-style ribs with
mashed potatoes and pan drippings.
TIPS & NOTES
•
When looking for packaged country-style ribs, go for the ones with similar
sizes for even cooking.
• You don’t need to grease the roasting
pan because the ribs will release enough
fat as they cook.
•
To make for an easy and quick cleanup, line the roasting pan with foil before
adding the ingredients.
• Add a teaspoon or two of apple cider
vinegar for extra flavor and tenderness.

•
Prepare a shallow baking pan or
roaster by placing onions and half of the
thyme and rosemary in the pan.

•
Letting your meat rest for 10 minutes after taking it off the heat allows the
juices to reabsorb for juicier meat.

•
Place the pork in a single layer in the
prepared roasting pan. Add more herbs if
desired.

•
Please remember that the nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary significantly based on the products
used in the recipe.

•
Carefully cover the baking pan with
foil and bake for about an hour. After an
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CREAMED
CORN

A

quick, easy, and comforting side dish made with
fresh off-the-cob corn. It’s
simmered in butter, milk,
and cream with savory
garlic and a kick of spice. Undeniably delicious!
INGREDIENTS

•

4 corn on the cob about 5 cups of
corn (any variety or color)

•

2 tablespoons butter

•

2 teaspoons garlic, minced

•

½ jalapenos pepper minced

•

1-2 teaspoons Creole seasoning

•

1 tablespoon flour

•

1½ cup whole milk

•

1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

•

½-¾ cup cream

•

Salt and pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
•

Remove the corn's husk and, using

a sharp knife, cut the kernels off the cob
from top to bottom. Collect the kernels
with their juices in a large bowl or cake
pan. Using the back of the knife, squeeze
the corn milk from the cobs. Repeat with
each cob of corn.
• Add your butter to a large skillet over
medium heat, let it melt, then toss in the
garlic, jalapeno peppers, and Creole seasoning. Stir for about a minute until it's
fragrant, being careful not to burn the
garlic.
•
Combine fresh corn, flour, and milk,
stirring until the flour absorbs into the
liquid.
• Add the corn mixture to the pan, followed by the Worcestershire sauce and
salt and pepper to taste.
•
Bring it all to a boil, then reduce the
heat to low. If desired, you may add cream
at this point. Continue cooking for 7-10
minutes or more, depending on your preferred thickness.
•
Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to
low. If desired, you may add cream here or

continue cooking for about 7-10 minutes
or more depending on preference.
•
Taste the creamed corn and adjust
the seasonings as necessary.
•
Let it cool for a few minutes before
serving.
TIPS & NOTES
•
For an extra smooth and creamy
creamed corn, blend up about ½ of the
corn before cooking.
•
If, when you’ve finished cooking this
meal, it seems too thick to you, adjust the
consistency by adding milk, a little at a
time, until it’s perfectly creamy.
• You can also use frozen or canned
corn in place of fresh corn.
•
Serve with extra butter if you want
more buttery flavour into it.
•
Please keep in mind that nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary greatly based on the products used.

